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Swiss Risk Award 2022
for outstanding contribution to risk management

SokratesGroup:
Activating „Corporate Risk-Crowd Intelligence"
Practical - Creatively - Societal impact
“Compared to computers, each person seems to have an
individual database for every object and situation. This is
a fantastic nearly untapped resource for risk management.”
Thomas Braun
"You also have to see things so deeply that they become simple."
Kurt Tucholsky:
“When you do risk management, don’t let anyone else hold the pen.”
Unknown

A Deep collective insight

Agenda:
1. Activating „Corporate Risk-Crowd Intelligence" - Input text for the Swiss Risk Award
2. Remarks on the methodological approach of SokratesMaps
3. About Thomas Braun, developer of the SokratesMapConcept in 2004
4. How does SokratesMaps make it to an extremely broad field of action?
5. The value proposition of the SokratesMaps (SM)
6. Safeguarding good governance
7. SM applications of the last 15 years, where in all applications the aspect "Risk" plays an essential
role
8. Appendix
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1. Activating „Corporate Risk-Crowd Intelligence" - Input text for the Swiss Risk Award
SokratesMaps are a game changer in risk management. SokratesMaps show entire organizations,
projects, and functions on just one page (a picture is worth a thousand words).
"Non-risks" are included as stabilizing factors alongside risk elements (holistic approach).
Financial and non-financial risks are also
listed: interactions become visible and
open for discussion and configuration.
Furthermore, the maps show sources of
risk and trends (Blockchain for Business
Judgement by the tracking function of the
maps).
SokratesMaps are based on the approach
of "not knowing". Preconceptions are
used creatively. Responsibility and risk
awareness are being enhanced
(Corporate Reflection and Learning).
The use of SokratesMaps is an intrinsic
process that adds and activates individual
intelligence. This defuses the
principal-agent problem (lack of
information symmetry). The inclusion of
all individuals leads to a more timely and forward-looking risk assessment (forecast risk management
/cash flow forecasting).

2. Remarks on the methodological approach of SokratesMaps (SM)
Risk Management is an important sub-area of the application field of SokratesMaps. Other areas of
application are in the fields of integrated corporate governance, in the field of education, where
extremely fast and deep learning can be ensured for both children and adults, in the field of human
resources and the agilization of work, in communication & leadership, in forensics for the
reconstruction of events, in future literacy, in the integration of CSR / ESG in everyday business, but
also in psychological practice and the training environment of top athletes, in the development of
legislation, and much more.
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3. About Thomas Braun, inventor of the SokratesMapConcept in 2004
Born in Düsseldorf in 1958, Matura in Einsiedeln in 1978, studied geology at the ETH Zurich, not
completed, master in law combined with business administration in 1984 at the University of Zurich,
in 1989 assistant at group management level at the then Schweizerische Kreditanstalt, from 1993 to
2000 director of the private Swiss health and accident insurers and deputy director of the Swiss
liability and motor vehicle insurers (both now parts of the Swiss Insurance Association) and thus a
member of the board of trustees in the authoritative prevention institutions in Switzerland. In his
function as director of the association, he was allowed to participate in the development of the laws,
such as the KVG and the UVG. His achievement was to develop intelligence and turn opponents into
co-designers. Co-Founder and Director of the private Institute for applied morphology in 2004.
Engaged in research and teaching as a speaker at universities and colleges.
The mission statement of Thomas Braun: "Helping the world for better understanding".
4. History of the SokratesMaps
In 2014, the Nobel Prize in Medicine was awarded to a team that had been studying the orientation
system of rats since 2004, discovering or demonstrating how rats ensured their geographic
orientation memory. Thomas Braun, head of the private research institute for applied morphology,
inadvertently developed the SokratesMap in 2004 as part of a military-political issue and solved an
extremely complex problem with this first SokratesMap about “Political Initiative against military
aircraft noise”. This was followed by another assignment in the military-technical field, which revealed
and solved the root cause of a very old problem within a few hours. In the Technopark the first
successful test for the solution of a
medical technical problem was carried
out shortly thereafter. Unknown
canteen visitors of the Technopark
were asked to check the SokratesMap
presented on Flip Chart, which
represented the technical problem, for
completeness. After one hour the
problem was solved, by an uninvolved
third party who was unaware of his
extremely valuable hint and
disappeared into the crowd.
Successful applications followed in a
great many areas with great societal
impact. There are about 6000
SokratesMaps in the library, and
about 2500 SokratesMaps are constantly being improved and curated through constant reapplication
in different industries.
With the above-mentioned Nobel Prize in 2014, the underlying mechanism of action of the
SokratesMaps became clear. The SokratesMaps prepare shortened said, the information of complex
questions in such a way, as the brain prepares its information. The information prepared with
SokratesMaps can be easily playfully received by the brain and can be compared with the inner ideas
and mindset. This mechanism is confirmed by neurologists (audio link and extended information).
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The wide field of application of SokratesMaps is therefore due to the facilitation of information
processing in the brain.
SokratesMaps are thus a generic highly effective information interface for the brain, which can more
easily absorb and process the information on this visual basis.
But the effect goes further. Because on the individual level thinking is faster and more precise,
non-knowledge is made conscious in a compatible way, this makes it relevant for the collective and
thus also on the organizational level.
For the first time, SokratesMaps was awarded second prize in the European Award for Innovation in
Auditing in 2014 in Frankfurt. Since 2011, SokratesMaps have been a fixed component of the Board
of Director Governance training with Prof. Dr. Martin Hilb at the University of St. Gallen..

5. The value proposition of the SokratesMaps (SM)
“Visualizing risk assessment”
SM complement classical risk reports and support their creation and comprehensibility. Already
during the creation, the Sokrates Risk Maps unfold their effect on the operational level through the
integration of the individual perception of the participants (multi perception). During the risk audits,
the SokratesMaps trigger extremely fast intrinsic organizational learning among the auditees and
auditors,
●
●

with a visual feedback loop - the viewer inevitably begins to reflect on his findings himself,
contextualize, to plausible, and begins to act along the findings,
the optical feedback loop enables reflection of any depth with any number of participants and even simultaneously; a benchmark risk assessment becomes possible, including the
question "Why doesn't this risk also show up in this setting?" This is possible because
system logics
can be drawn
on the Sokrates
Maps, which
can then be
compared with
other similar
settings.
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●
●
●

●

●

●

the optical feedback loop can also be read out by a machine by electronically superimposing
any number of maps, e.g. risks of different branches, production sites, etc.
Measured variables can also be entered into the maps directly from ERP systems and other
data processing (AI, AI) and plausibility at a higher level of understanding,
The feedback loops inevitably generate organizational/collective intelligence - because the
different perceptions lead to a structured and high-resolution multidimensional picture, which
can then be interpreted and discussed dialogically without losing sight of the whole.

The SM resolve complexity and enable a new complex view, of the present, of the past (how
could the situation develop in such a way (accident analysis), to the future (recognizing
hidden interacting development drivers that act on the system largely unrecognized).
SMs enable the dynamization of algorithms and a combination of results from fixed
algorithms, AI, and human intelligence.

Behind each field on an SM, a characteristic (linear, convex, concave) can be stored that
improves the prediction of the evolution.
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●
●
●
●

●

With the impact packages, current and future interrelationships (compare also "logics"
above) can be made visible and discussable (modest cybernetics).
The maps also show risk interconnections - show combination risks and risk accumulations
at an early stage.
SM give a strong foundation to implement and manage a “Just Culture”
Risk managers, as soon as they work with SokratesMaps, are perceived as constructive and
creative enablers.
On the strategic board level, sm deliver an excellent overview based on deep insights, well
approved by risk experts of different disciplines. Board members can be sure, that the sm is
based on precise dialogues.

6. Safeguarding good governance
SM close knowledge gaps resulting from increasing complexity and volatility (digitalization,
globalization, and planarization (keywords ESG, CSR, GRI, SDGs)) as well as from new legal liability
regulations (EU and CH law) and
overrunning decision-making
bodies as well as the
(commercial) courts (keyword
"anticipating business
judgment"). SokratesMap prevent
loss of face due to ignorance and
is thereby a fundamental tool for
the hidden and widespread
psychological uncertainty on the
strategic level. SM actively reduce
the Dunning Kruger effect.
SM provides an overview based
on collective intelligence and
enables to classification of new
knowledge in real-time to assess its effects together - independent of location - and to pre-evaluate
options for action.

1. Dynamic (Real Time) Reports - Risk reports show the change - and no longer need to be
written from scratch. With SM, they become a forward-looking tool.
2. SM are arbitrarily granulated
3. Scalability - parallel risk management becomes possible - including risk benchmarking.
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4. Integration and aggregation of different risk reports

5. Integration of different risk models, integration of the idea of resilience with risk management
6. Integration and harmonization of different risk reports (cf. graphic)
7. Risk modeling - visual, by hand, extremely fast - is also a foundation for IT-supported
modeling
8. Reports can be modeled directly and serve as a scenario basis
9. Dynamization of discrete mathematics/statistics - overcoming transitions through colors and
different perceptions.
10. Risk management even without power (Brown spots, Cyber risk)
11. Connection of Big Data with Human Intelligence and Human Associations
12. Information symmetry and information synchronization across all reporting levels.
13. Trackable visual reporting
14. Analog blockchain character - the foundation for business judgment and abstention
15. Adjustments, additions, and new aspects can be inserted without further text editing
16. Shake Hand of Governance and Operation - strategic issues and interrelationships more
visualized and addressable / mandate able.
17. Handshake of risk and opportunity management
18. Visual due diligence
19. Ecosystem risk management through the
contextualization of the organization implementation of St. Gallen management model
20. Anticipatory Compliance
21. Integrated Corporate Governance
22. Tapping the human neurological potential for
information processing
23. Extremely fast onboarding of employees,
regardless of education level and cultural context
24. Ensuring taxonomy in risk management - even
across different scripts and languages (Cyrillic, Arabic, ... )
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7. SM applications of the last 15 years, where in all applications the aspect "Risk"
plays an essential role
(References available separately)
In Integrated Corporate Governance (Swiss Board School), various universities of applied sciences in
different fields, food industry, the high tech industry, health industry (elderly homes, hospitals,
medical centers, laboratories), the insurance industry (development of risk models), railway industry,
public transport, real estate development, forensic, accident analysis, organizational development,
BCM in different industries, energy production, waste management/recycling, textile industry, control
of schools, control of technical operations of cities, law development, civil protection, organizational
development, operationalization of risk standards (e.g. ISO) and risk models in companies, climate
change in the mountains, permaculture, assessment of new technologies, ...
With the growth of SM applications, a thematic mapping of the world and a deep understanding
begins, a new quality of meeting people. People who have never seen each other before finding
themselves a few minutes later in a constructive dialogue where different perceptions are perceived
as a resource. Where there used to be arguments, there is now a shared appreciation of differences.
A new culture and quality of risk crowd intelligence are starting based on the combination of
better using the potential of human intelligence and coming artificial intelligence.
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8. Appendix
Links:
Download center of the SokratesGroup Link
Handout for BoD Training at the Swiss Board School (deutsch) Präsentation / Handbook / Training
Visual Compliance (German) PDF
Video "operational Governance in action "Elderly Home Schüpfen Video

Examples:
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